Simex was established in 1991 in San Giovanni in Persiceto outside Bologna, quickly becoming a recognized manufactor of hydraulic attachments
for earthmoving machines.
Early products included planers for mounting on backhoes followed by planers for skid steer loaders.
Simex then expanded into international markets thanks to the production
of wheel saws, wheel compactors and asphalt pavers, gaining excellence
in road maintenance attachments, a field in which the company remains an
undisputed leader.
Design and production of new attachments, such as double drum cutter
heads, crusher and screening buckets with adjustable output size for excavator mounting are examples of Simex’s ongoing dedication to designing
efficient and customized solutions that satisfy every customer requirement.
In addition, the new patents obtained are a mark of constant quality.
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PL-C

PLANERS WITH CONVEYOR BELT
PATENT

Belt

Functions

Drums

The belt can be set up easily to work
in either direction, independent speed adjustment or turned off completely if needed for traditional use.

Hydraulic side shift, manual independent right and left depth adjustment
and manual tilt are included. Fully
hydraulic is optional.

Asphalt drum included and concrete
drum available for specialty applications.

PL-C 42.50

PL-C 60.20

PL-C1000

Width

18

24

40

inch

Max. Depth

6

7

5

inch

2.100

2.500

3000

lbs

Weight
Flow
Pressure

20 - 37

26 - 42

29 - 52

gpm

4,350 - 2,300

4,350 - 2,300

4,350 - 2,300

psi

ST

ASPHALT FLOAT
PATENT

TRENCH BACK FILLING AND ASPHALT FINISHING
High speed and accuracy.

Adjustable mold board.

Easy to use
Patented system. Extremely intuitive
to use in the daily job.

Huge savins on
cost and time
Up to 10 times quicker than manual
labor. In a cleaner, more consistent
and safer manner.

ST160

ST200

Min. opening

5

5

inch

Max. opening

59

75

inch

Side shift

40

66

inch

Mold board adjustment

0-4

0-4

inch

Operating weight

1.250

1.400

lbs

Easy to clean.
Light and durable.
It has been designed by purpose
without material container. Just
place material in front of the float
and go forward.

